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This paper addresses an important class of disjunctive programs called facial disjunctive 
programs, examples of which include the zero-one linear integer programming problem and the 
linear complementarity problem. Balas has characterized some fundamental properties of such 
problems, one of which has been used by Jeroslow to obtain a finitely convergent procedure. This 
paper exploits another basic property of facial disjunctive programs in order to develop an 
alternative finitely convergent algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
A linear disjunctive programming problem is concerned with the minimization of 
a linear objective function subject to a set of linear constraints, with the added 
restriction that a given number of logical disjunctive conditions hold. Each of these 
logical conditions is usually stated in terms of linear constraints. Mathematically, 
one may formulate such a problem as 
(DP) minimize cx, 
subject to XEX= {x: Ax=b,xrO}, (I-1) 
where 
x~D=~f--l---l (1.2) 
is a x real vector, x,) x 1) vector of variables, X is 
assumed to be a nonempty and bounded polyhedral set and both H and Qh, h E H 
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are assumed to be index sets of finite cardinality. The disjunction (1.2), written 
above in the so-called conjunctive normal form [ 1,2], requires that for each h e H, a 
feasible point x must belong to at least one of the sets Sj for i E Qh. 
The basic thrust of solution procedures which have been proposed for Problem 
DP has been one of relaxation. The relaxed problem solved is a linear program 
which minimizes c.x subject to the constraints x~X and x be feasible to a set of 
inequalities which are implied by the disjunction (1.2). If an optimal solution to 
such a problem is feasible to (1.2), then it solves Problem DP. Otherwise, an addi- 
tional inequality implied by (1.2) is generated via the following result, and the 
process is repeated. 
Theorem 1. Let the sets S;, i E Qh be as defined in eq. (1.3), and consider the dis- 
junction 
XEU s; (1.4) 
JEQ* 
Then, for any choice of nonnegative (row) vectors A’, i E Qh, the inequality 
(1.5) 
is implied by (1.4). Here the max and min operations are performed componentwise 
on the appropriate set of vectors. Conversely, if each Si, iE Qh is consistent, then 
given any inequality CT=, ZjXJ L no implied by (1.4), there exist nonnegative vectors 
i . A, I E Qh such that no I mm,, o,1 Aidi, andfor each j = 1, . . . . n, the jth component of 
max!EQh A’D’ does not exceed Ttj, 
Proof. See [S]. 
The forward part of Theorem I is due to Balas [1,2] and the converse is due to 
Jeroslow [8]. However, this result has also been independently established by Clover 
[5,6] in a somewhat different problem setting. Incidentally, Blair and Jeroslow [4] 
also discuss the conditions under which (1.5) yields all valid inequalities. Essen- 
tially, Theorem 1 asserts that based on the disjunction (1.4), an implied inequality, 
also called a valid inequality or a (valid) disjunctive cut, may be obtained by simply 
surrogating the rows of each S; using nonnegative multipliers and then performing 
the operation of (1.5) on the resulting lQhl surrogate constraints. The converse 
points out that there always exist nonnegative surrogate multiplier vectors 2’ such 
that the inequality (1.5) uniformly dominates any given valid inequality on the non- 
negative orthant. 
We will now proceed to introduce a special class of disjunctive programs which is 
of interest to us, namely, facial disjunctive programs [3]. Thereafter, we will 
propose a finitely convergent algorithm for such problems, and finally, we will 
present an illustrative example. 
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2. Facial disjunctive programs (FDP) 
A facial disjunctive program [3], denoted FDP, is a special case of Problem DP in 
which each set Si is comprised of a single constraint such that Xfl Si is a face of X 
for each i E Qh, h E H. Let us denote S; by 
s; = {x: d’xrd;()}, iE!&,, hEH (2.1) 
where d’ is a 1 x n real vector and djo is a scalar. Recall that for any convex set X, a 
nonempty subset F of X is called a (proper) face of X provided there exists a sup- 
porting hyperplane H of X such that F = X fl H [7]. Important cases of facial dis- 
junctive programs include the zero-one linear integer programming problem and the 
linear complementarity problem. For the sake of illustration, consider a linear com- 
plementarity problem which involves orthogonality or complementarity constraints 
ofthetypex,x,=O,p,qE(l,..., n}. Each such constraint constitutes a disjunction 
h EH with the corresponding set Qh = {p, q} and the constraints dpx rd,,, 
@x~d,~ being respectively -x,, LO and -xq ~0. Note that we do not necessarily 
require that Qi n Qj = 0 for i, j E H, i #tj. 
Several procedures can readily be developed for solving Problem FDP. Some of 
these may in fact be viable approaches in special instances. The first alternative 
would be to rank the extreme points of the set X with respect to the objective 
function cx till such time as a ranked extreme point satisfies the disjunction (1.2). 
Theorem 2 below validates this approach. A second alternative would be to write 
Problem FDP in a disjunctive normal form [l, 21 and then solve the linear programs 
of minimizing cx subject to xeX and satisfying each of the resulting disjunctions. 
Trivially, the best solution to these linear programs would be optimal to FDP. Note 
that for the linear complementarity problem for example, this implies that each of 
the linear programs would enforce one of every pair of complementary variables 
equal to zero. Hence, this approach is viable, in general, only if there are very few 
disjunctive constraints in the disjunctive normal forms. 
Other approaches, including the one proposed herein, are based on the observa- 
tion that DP in general, and Problem FDP in particular, is equivalent to the linear 
program [3]. 
minimize {cx: XE Y=conv[XnD]} (2.2) 
where conv[S] denotes the closure of the convex hull of a set S. To solve (2.2), one 
may adopt a relaxation strategy wherein one iteratively solves linear programs which 
minimize cx subject to x E X and x be feasible to a subset of constraints which define 
facets (highest dimensional faces) of Y. When a relaxed problem yields an optimal 
solution which is feasible to D, then this solution is optimal for (2.2). Otherwise, a 
cutting plane which defines a facet of Y may be generated. Balas [3] discusses how 
one may perform this rather difficult task. Since Y is defined by a finite number of 
such facet constrants, the procedure is clearly finite. 
Now in the case of Problem FDP some specializations are posssible based on two 
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important results established by Balas [3] concerning the set Y. The first provides a 
means for inductively constructing the set Y. Jeroslow’s procedure [lo] uses this 
result to generate a specific type of cutting plane in a relaxation method which essen- 
tially attempts to construct Y. Finiteness is achieved by ensuring that any given dis- 
junction is violated only finitely often. 
The procedure we propose is also a relaxation strategy and uses a second result of 
Balas [3] stated as Theorem 2 below. It deals with the extreme points of the set Y. 
Theorem 2. Let the set X be defined by eq. (1. l), and let Y be the convex hull of 
X flD, where the set D given by eqs. (1.2) and (2.1) is such that the disjunctive 
program DP is facial. Then, 
vert Y c vert X 
where vert Y denotes the set of extreme points of the polyhedral set Y. 
(2.3) 
Proof. See [3]. 
Observe that Theorem 2 asserts that in order to solve Problem FDP, one may 
confine the search to extreme points of X, which are feasible to D. Consequently, 
our procedure guarantees finiteness by demonstrating how such extreme points may 
be explicitly or implicitly enumerated in a finite number of iterations. To perform 
this task, we need to resort to the concept of extreme faces as expounded by 
Majthay and Whinston [I 11. For the sake of completeness, this concept is described 
below. 
3. Extreme faces 
Let us assume that at the Sth iteration of our relaxation procedure, we have 
generated s cutting planes Gx~g in addition to the constraints (1.1). Let 
/ls = {XE R”: Gx+lxs =g,x,rO) (3.1) 
where xs = (x,, + , , . . . . x,+,) denotes the vector of slack variables. In order to 
differentiate between the original variables xi, . . . . x, and the slack variables 
X ,,+ ,, . . . . x,,,, for the s cutting planes generated, we will refer to the former type of 
variables as key variables, and the latter type as nonkey variables. Accordingly, we 
will denote N={l, . . ..n} as the index set of the key variables and 
K= {n+ 1, . . . . n+s} as the index set of the nonkey variables. Further, for a set 
2 c_N, let 
Fz=(x~X:x~=Oforj~Z}. (3.2) 
Note that all faces of X can be represented as Fz for some suitable set Z. Finally, for 
any point x E Fz , let the zero components of x be denoted by 
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Z(x)={jeN: xj=O}. (3.3) 
Definition [ 111. Let Fz be a face of X defined by some Z c N such that Fz fl As # 0. 
Then Fz is an extreme face of X relative to /ls if for any two points x1, 
x2~Fzfl/ls, we haveZ(x1)=Z(x2). 
In other words, an extreme face F, satisfies the property that Fz r-MS does not 
contain any point in a lower dimensional face of X. Examples of extreme faces of X 
relative to /is are extreme points of X feasible to /Is, or an edge of X not disjoint 
with /ls but with neither of the two extreme points of X defining this edge being 
feasible to /Is. 
Given a simplex tabular representation of an extreme point of Xft/ls at any 
stage, Majthay and Whinston [ll] propose a simple procedure to find an extreme 
face of X relative to /is. This prodecure is described in Section 4 as a part of our 
proposed algorithm. The detection, and subsequent deletion via a cutting plane, of 
such extreme faces ensures the finiteness of our scheme in the following manner. 
Recall our assertion based on Theorem 2 that Problem FDP may be solved 
finitely by confining the search to the extreme points of X. However, we will find it 
simpler to restrict our search to a larger set, namely, the extreme faces of X. Since 
extreme faces of X relative to some /ls are also faces of X, the number of such 
extreme faces of X (relative to all n’s) is finite. Hence, a procedure which detects 
and deletes in a finite number of steps at least one extreme face per iteration is 
finitely convergent [l 11. This is indeed the principal thrust of our scheme. 
4. Proposed algorithm for facial disjunctive programs 
The procedure we advocate is summarized in the flowchart of Fig. 1. At each 
iteration S, a relaxed problem 
PUS): minimize {cx: xExn/lSj (4.1) 
is solved, where /ls is the set of points feasible to the cutting planes generated thus 
far. Note that this set of cutting planes includes objective function cuts of the form 
cx 5 G, where 0 is the incumbent objective function value. This cut is helpful in that 
it avoids the enumeration of feasible extreme points of X with objective value 
greater than 9. Consequently, if an optimal solution R to P(&) is feasible to D, then 
it must necessarily solve FDP. If the optimal solution .Y to P(As) is not feasible to D 
a valid cutting plane is generated to delete 8 and the current tableau is updated, 
along with the set /Is. Further, for ensuring finiteness, we find an extreme face Fz of 
X relative to /1,. Of course, if no such extreme face exists, then the incumbent 
solution is optimal to FDP. If an extreme face Fz is detected, we verify whether or 
not this face is an extreme point of X. If it is an extreme point of X and is further 
feasible to D, then a new incumbent solution has been found, and thus the objective 
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Initialize with a null incumbent solution x of objective' 
value " - -, and set S - 1. Let Al = tx : cx 2 VI L R": 
I 
Determine en optimal solution ii tb 
I 
* p(nSj: minimize Icx : x E XnASJ 
I 
to delete F2 and let 
A = AS"tx : Bx 2 SoI. s+1 
Generate a disjunctive 
Increment S by one. 
L 
= ASnIx 
I x and let v = cx. Also update the 
objective function cut to cx 5 v. 
Fig. 1. Flowchart for the proposed scheme. 
function cut is updated. In any case, whether Fz is an extreme point of X or not, a 
suitable cut is generated to delete the face Fz. This completes one iteration. 
Hence, the proposed algorithm generates two types of cuts as follows. 
(a) Disjunctive face cut px I /IO generated to delete an extreme face Fz which may 
or may not be an extreme point of X. 
(b) Disjunctive cut ox I a0 which deletes a point infeasible to D. This point may 
either be the solution K to the relaxed problem P(As) or it may be an extreme point 
Fz of X. This cut is based on a violated disjunction, preferably the most violated dis- 
junction, and is generally stronger than the cut (a). 
At each iteration either two cuts of type (b) are introduced or one of each type are 
introduced. The details for generating the two cuts are discussed in Subsections 4.1 
and 4.2 respectively. But first let us describe Majthay and Whinston’s routine for 
determining an extreme face Fz of X relative to some /ls [l 11. This routine directly 
provides the cut of type (a) as demonstrated in Subsection 4.1 below. 
Initialization. Consider a simplex tableau representing the basic solution K feasible 
to Xc7_4s. Proceed to Step 1. 
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Step 1. Let xY denote a basic key variable (not yet 
solution. Solve the problem 
Py: minimize (x: X~XnAs} 
as a linear program subject to the restricted basis entry 
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considered) in the current 
rule which states that 
‘only a nonkey variable xj, j E K, is eligible to enter the basis.’ (4.2) 
The resulting tableau represents some extreme point of XnA,. In this tableau, if 
xY = 0 and is basic, then pivot it out of the basis if possible, by exchanging it with a 
nonkey, nonbasic variable. Proceed to Step 2. 
Step 2. If all the basic key variables have been considered, then terminate. The 
current set Z of indices of nonbasic key variables defines, through eq. (3.2), an 
extreme face Fz of X relative to As. In particular, if all nonbasic variables are key 
variables, then Fz represents an extreme point of X. Otherwise return to Step 1. 
To complete the details on the implementation of the proposed algorithm, we will 
discuss in the following subsection the manner in which one may generate a disjunc- 
tive face cut /Ix 5 &, in case Fz is either of dimension greater than zero, or Fz is of 
dimension zero and is contained in D. Subsection 4.2 will deal with the generation of 
disjunctive cuts ccx 5 cro in the other cases. 
4. I. Disjunctive face cuts fix < PO [ 131 
Suppose we are at a stage where we have sotved Problem P(A,) for some As and 
have obtained an optimal solution x $ D. Now, to find an extreme face of X relative 
to il, we need to minimize each basic key variable subject to the current constraints 
and the restricted basis entry rule (4.2). Thus, suppose we have currently minimized 
a key variable x, through Problem P, of Step 1 of this routine and it has turned out 
that x, is positive at optimality. Define 
N,. = {j EN: Xj is nonbasic at optimality of P,}, (4.3) 
K, = {j E K: Xj is nonbasic at optimality of P,} (4.4) 
where N and K are the index sets of key and nonkey variables respectively. Let the 
canonical representation of x, in terms of the nonbasic variables x, , j E N, U K, be 
X, + C a,jXj + C QrjXj = b,. (4.5) 
, E N, JEK, 
Hence, by assumption, b, > 0. But observe that since the coefficients arj, j E N, U K, 
are reduced cost coefficients at the optimality of P,, we must have 
arjiO for jEKr (4.6) 
since otherwise, Xj is a candidate to enter the basis. Of course, the restricted basis 
entry rule could result in the coefficients a,, j EN, being of either sign. 
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In this manner, when the routine finally terminates with an extreme face Fz of X 
relative to /lS (assuming one exists), let the tableau represent an extreme point 
x0 = (x7 , . . ..xi) ofXn/is, withxOEFz where 




it=u K, (4.9) 
reR 
Note that N, c 2 for each r E R, and that the canonical equation (4.5) is available 
for each r E R. Hence, adding zero coefficients as required, we get 
x,.+ c a,jxj=b, for eachrER. 
jEZVK 
(4.10) 
We need to develop a cut which deletes the extreme face Fz, but does not cut away 
any other extreme point of X feasible to As, since such an extreme point may be an 
improvement over the incumbent solution. This is accomplished by noting that for 
any such point at least one of the x,, r E R must be zero. That is, at least one of the 
inequalities x, I 0, r E R must hold (in the presence of nonnegativity restrictions). 
Using (4.10), this condition may be restated as requiring that at least one of the 
following constraint sets must be satisfied 
From Theorem 1, a valid cut is 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Observe from (4.6) that the inequality (4.12) implies over the nonnegative orthant 
that 
or that (4.12) deletes Fz since any x E Fz satisfies Xj = 0 for each j E Z. The cut (4.12) 
is hence called a disjunctive face cut. Observe that when Fz is an extreme point of X, 
then each equation of the type (4.10) is obtained from the same tableau representing 
the solution x0, and furthermore N,= Z, and K, = 0 for each r E R. 
4.2. Disjunctive cuts CYX 5 cr, 
We will now discuss the generation of a disjunctive cut at a point infeasible to D. 
This point may either be K, an optimal solution to some P(As), or it may be an 
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extreme face Fz =x0 of dimension zero. In either case, letting 2 denote R or x0 as the 
case may be, we have 
Jon di’j < diO for each i E Q,, , for SOme h E H. 
Let fib H be a violated disjunction. For example, we may let h be the most violated 
disjunction so that 
According to the current tableau representing Z’, let us partition the key variables as 
(Xl 9 . . . , x,,) = (xB, x2) where xB and xz are respectively the key variables which are 
currently basic and nonbasic. Accordingly, partition d’ as d’ = (dh, di). Finally, let 
xJ represent he vector of slack variables (a subvector of xs) which are currently 
nonbasic. Of course, if 2 =x0, then xJ = 0. Now, the current tableau representing Z$ 
expresses xB in terms of xz and x, as 
xB=f+ExZ+FxJ (4.13) 




(d;E +di)xz + d;FxJ rdi,- d;f, ie QI; 
Since the disjunction XEU ,Eah- Si is violated (with Si defined by (2. l)), and since 
Zz = 0,2j = 0, it follows that die - d;f > 0 for each i E QI;. Thus one may invoke the 
disjunction that at least one of the following constraint sets must be satisfied 
From this, Theorem 1 yields the disjunctive cut 
(4.15) 
which clearly deletes 2:. 
We note that reference [14] suggests a means for strengthening the disjunctive cut 
(4.15). To see how this is achieved, let us denote the nonbasic variables x2 Ux, by x7 
and rewrite (4.14) as 
C G'ijXjkl,XZO , ieQ6. 
jsr 
(4.16) 
Observe that in addition to the disjunction x E U , E Q6 Si, a feasible x must also satisfy 
the constraint set corresponding to the current tableau. Let this constraint set be 
denoted by Wx+ w. Hence, one may invoke a stronger disjunction x~u,~o,S; 
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where 
$=S;n{x: WX~IW), i~Q6. (4.17) 
The improvement technique proposed in [14] essentially attempts to derive a cut, in 
terms of the nonbasic variables Xj, j E T, which is a support for the closure of the 
convex hull of UIEes Sj. This is accomplished by commencing with the cut (4.15), 
say, and attempting to improve (decrease) as much as possible each cut coefficient 
one at a time, holding the other cut coefficients fixed. Theorem 1 essentially lays the 
foundation for improving a given cut in this manner. An appropriate linear 
program may be formulated to determine nonnegative surrogate multipliers for the 
constraints of each set S,, i E Qh such that a given cut coefficient is minimized in the 
resulting disjunctive cut, without worsening the other coefficients. Instead of 
formally restating this strategy, we illustrate it in the following section. 
5. Illustrative example 
Consider the facial disjunctive program 
(FDP) maximize 2x1 + 3x,, 
subject to x2 + x3 = 5 




x1 + x2 + x5 = 10, 
x1,x2 2 0 
and 
x1 IO or x2 50 (5.2) 
where (5.1) represents x E X and (5.2) represents x E D. With /1 1 = R 5, the solution to 
P(n,) is summarized in the following simplex tableau 
x3 x5 RHS ) 
This solution violates (5.2). The cut (4.15) may be generated from the disjunctive 
statement 
xE{x: jx3zl,xrO} or {x:-+x,+fx,Zl,xrO} (5.3) 
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whence, the disjunctive cut (4.15) is 
(ix, + fxs 2 1) or equivalently (xs +x5 -x6 = 5, x6 2 0). (5.4) 
The set A, is now redefined as the set of points (xt, . . . . x5) feasible to (5.4). Later, we 
will generate a stronger cut using the strategy outlined at the end of Subsection 4.2. 
We now need to append (5.4) to the above tableau, update it, and obtain an extreme 
face of X relative to At. The updated tableau is shown below. 
X4 x6 RHS 
objective row 3 T z 
x2 
I T 1 
x5 
_I 7 -f 1 
Xl 0 8 
I T -+ 4 
(5.5) 
By minimizing the basic key variable xz subject to (4.2), the extreme face finding 
routine of Section 4 gives the following tableau 
x4 x2 RHS 
objective row 2 -3 16 
x6 -1 2 2 
X5 -1 1 2 
Xl 1 0 8 
x3 0 1 5 
(5.6) 
This tableau represents an extreme face Fz of X of dimension zero, and moreover Fz 
is contained in D. Thus, we need to generate a disjunctive face cut as in Subsection 
4.1.Here,R={1,3,5},Z={2,4},R=0.Thecut(4.12)is 
max(-+,+}x4+max{$,+}x221, i.e.($x4+$x2?l), 
which can be stated as 
(x, - 4x*) IO. (5.7) 
Furthermore, we update our incumbent solution A? as (3?,, gz) = (8,O) with P = 16. The 
objective cut is 
2x,+3x2r16. (5.8) 
Now, (5.7) and (5.8) are appended to either tableau (5.5) or (5.6). The first iteration 
is completed. Fig. 2 below illustrates the current situation. 
The shaded area represents the remaining feasible region. The point H is an 
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Fig. 2. Illustrative example 
optimal solution to the current problem &AZ). The next disjunctive cut is easily 
seen to be xl 5 0 which renders Problem P(A,) infeasible. Thus (a,, 22,) 3 (8,0) solves 
FDP. Note also that the region shaded in Fig. 2 is contained in the interior of X and 
hence no extreme face of X exists. Furthermore, note that the objective cut (5.8) 
deletes the extreme points (45) and (0,O) of X which are feasible to (5.2), and hence 
saves the effort of having to explicitly enumerate these points. 
Finally, let us illustrate how the disjunctive cut (5.4) may be strengthened using 
the ideas outlined in Subsection 4.2. Toward this end, note that WxT 5 w may be 
taken to be the inequality x, - xs I 3 from the row x4 of the first tableau, so that St 
and Sz of eq. (4.17) are 
and 
s, ={x: -fx,+fx,~l,X3-xXg~3,X~0} 
Sz={x: +x3L1,x3-xx513,x~o). 
Now, it is easily verified that the coefficient of xs in (5.4) cannot be improved. 
Hence, let us attempt to decrease the coefficient of xs without worsening that of xs. 
Letting (A,, AZ) and (y,, yz) be the surrogate multipliers for the sets St and & respec- 
tively yields the general disjunctive cut 
max(-~~1+~2,~Y,-Y2}x3+max{-f~,+12, yz}xs 
Zmin{At -3A2, y1 -272) (5.9) 
Since this cut must dominate fxs + fxs 2 1 while minimizing the coefficient of x3, it 
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> P+Yl-M ’ 
An optimal solution to this problem is Ii = 1, A2 = 0, y1 = g, y2 = & , /3 = $ so that 
the cut (5.9) is 
&x,+fx,rl. 
In terms of (xi, x2), the cut (5.10) is 
(5.10) 
5x1+ 8x2 5 40. 
It is easily verified that when the first tableau above is updated after appending the 
cut (5.10), the optimal solution is xi = 8, x2 =O. Since this updated problem is a 
relaxation of FDP, and since (xi, x2) = (8,0) is feasible to FDP, it is also an optimal 
solution for Problem FDP. 
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